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1. Original Submission
1.1. Recommendation
Revision
2. Comments to Author:
The Hudson Bay Lowland contains the largest peat basin in North America and one of the most pristine natural envi-
ronments remaining in the world. The recent development of the De Beers diamond mine in the interior of this large peat
basin therefore represents both a threat to the natural integrity of this vast wetland and also an unparalleled opportunity to
elucidate the hydraulics of a large peat basin. The mining operation requires continuous pumping to dewater a large mine
pit but it was not clear how this operation would alter the water balance of areas upslope from the mine. The dewatering
operations therefore represent a massive experimental manipulation of the ecosystem that should provide new insights on
the coupling of groundwater ﬂow systems to both the peatlands and underlying geologic materials.
The authors of this highly interesting study document the hydrologic impacts of mine dewatering in a small watershed
locatedupgradient fromtheVictorminepit in theHudsonBay Lowland. After three years of pumping a coneof depressionhas
propagated outward from themine peat but still extends over less than 15% of the North Granny Creek watershed. Pumping
operationsmay be responsible (at least in part) for the reduction in ET observedwithin the study area although this tendency
may be offset by the the downward expansion of active roots from shrubs. The authors also report reduced runoff although
its relationship of runoff to mine dewatering operations is obscured by internal connectivity between different watershed
elements, channel form and orientation, or otherwatershed properties. By far themost signiﬁcant impact from the pumping
operations seems to be on deep seepage (i.e. recharge) under bog sites that were asmuch as 10 time higher than pre-mining
rates, whereas deep seepage rates under fens were much lower.
I thought the authors did an excellent job placing their ﬁndings into a broader context both in terms of the peatland
vegetation and also the underlying geologic materials. However, I was wondering if the authors could add some of this
information into Fig 1b, so readers could visualize the relationship between the distribution of the bioherm deposits to the
asymmetric shape of the cone of depression expanding outward from the mine pit. The isopleths for this cone of depression
seemto suggest preferential drainage toward theNWandSWin theupgradientdirection suggesting apreferential subsurface
control on drainage. Are these drawdown patterns related to the orientation of the bioherms?
Overall, the paper is well written and provides important new information on the impacts of mine dewatering in a large
peat basin. I think the mine operators will be pleased to learn that mine dewatering has not led to catastrophic impacts on
the surrounding peatlands, whereas peatland scientists will be keenly interested in the inﬂuence of the geologic substratum
(e.g. thickness of the marine deposits and distribution of bioherms) on the hydraulics of peat covered landscapes. This later
topic is especially timely given the role of peatlands as important sources and sinks for greenhouse gases and hydrologic
processes as drivers for these ﬂuxes. I must admit that I was personally surprised by the limited extent of the cone of
depression propagating outward from the mine pit given the scale of the pumping operation.
DOI of the original article:http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejrh.2015.10.006.
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I have made a few minor suggestions with regard to style, which I am listing below. I would strongly urge the authors to
void using a semicolon in place of a period.....I found this stylistic preference of the authors jarring since it interrupts the
ow of the text.
Speciﬁc comments:
Line 17-18: Replace semicolon with period and then begin in new sentence in
“Because of the extremely low relief and presence of marine sediments, horizontal runoff and vertical seepages losses
re minimal; as a consequence............”
Line 23: Replace representing” with represented”
Line 25: Replace “which” with “that” at the beginning of the line
Line 93: Replace semicolon with period and then begin in new sentence
Line 100: Please add the appropriate words after “this” to clarify its meaning.
Line 106: Replace semicolon with period and then begin in new sentence
Line 112: Replace
“(bogs and fens), peat thickness with
”(bogs and fens) with a peat thickness generally between“
Line 119-122: A very interesting observation
Line 311: Replace semicolon with period at the end of this line and then begin in new sentence
Line 381: Insert drawdown after 70 cm“
Line 382. Replace the comma with a period and begin a new sentence with However,“
Line 383: Replace majority of water tables were above 50 cm below the surface {note a very confusing construction with
double negative] with
”majority of water tables were not more than 50 cm below the surface“
Line 390 I suggest replacingS was areally weighted withS was spatially weighted“
Line 394-395: Please revise this sentence The De Beers Victor mine has been fully operational since January 2007;
pproximately 3.5
395 years by the end of this study period (2009-2011).“
Lines 578-579: The eddy covariance method relies only on direct measurement of the latent heat ﬂux. While this may
lso have errors..... Please note that the eddy covariance method does have errors since it is never possible to completely
lose the energy budget because of the different time dependencies of the various terms (e.g. soil heat ﬂux vs radiant energy
ux
Line 588: yes, but please note that the shrubs all have xeromorphic features to minimize water losses from their leaves,
hich are lacking in sedges (which also tend to be most abundant on sites with a high water table.
Line 590, Be careful. The root systems of woody plant (both shrubs or trees) require an aerobic rooting zone so a rise in
he water table close to the surface would shift the relative abundance of shrubs to sedges (which have aerenchyma tissue).
Line 599: replace (Table 3); the fens with (Table 3), which never“
Lines 600-601. Replace
”surface, and their more abundant vascular plant assemblage are less affected by water table drawdown with
”with correspondingly lower impacts on their vegetation assemblages.“
Line 603: Replace water tables 40-50 cm below the surface were observed in 2010 and 2011, with
”water tables were 40-50 cm below the surface in 2010 and 2011, “
Line 604: Replace lichen decreased the with lichen cover decreased the“
Line 608: Replace moss near and away with moss close and more distant”
Line 609. Replace “than moss” with “than that of moss”
Lines 612-614: Replace “found that in this climate during the summer months that only occasionally does precipitation
nd its way to the moss surface below the lichen in lichen dominated environments.” with
“found that in this climatic region precipitation only occasionally ﬁnds its way to the moss layer below the lichen lichen
urface cover during the summer months.”
Line 632: “This could be indicative” Note: ever use the pronoun “This” as the subject of a sentence because its meaning
ill be unclear. Please add the appropriate word or words to clarify the meaning of “this”
Line 651: Is this decision wise? I would expect the water chemistry in the Attawapiskat River to be very different from
hat of North Granny Creek.
Lines 654-656: an order of magnitude difference
Line 753: the overall effect would “regional” be an appropriate modiﬁer to add here?Paul Glasser
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